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Corporation Deadlock is one of the problems faced by closed companies 
such as a limited-liability Company. It causes both potential and real 
harms to the interests of a company, the shareholders, the third party 
and the society, for which it becomes one of the important and 
comprehensive problems in corporate governance. Taking the new amendments 
of Company Law into consideration the dissertation aims at the research 
of the solutions to corporation deadlock. It combines the legal practice 
in common law system and civil law system and is in accordance with the 
frame of the current law system and the relevant theories of corporation 
law in our country. The dissertation includes the following information. 
The introduction of the dissertation points out that the 
limited-liability Company itself is a cause for corporation deadlock and 
that the principle rules to corporation deadlock of current laws lacks 
operatic possibility. It also clearly states the objective of this paper, 
which is to find out ways to solve corporation deadlock in a 
limited-liability Company for the need of practice and the theoretical 
research. 
The first chapter provides some general information about corporation 
deadlock, including its definition, law character, classification, 
causes and harms as well as the significance of the its solution.  
The second chapter introduces two basic theories in British and 
American laws to offer a foundation for solving corporation deadlock in 
our country. The two theories are “expectation interest valid theory” and 
“contract relation theory”. 














the specific ways to construct our system in solving corporation deadlock. 
The current Company Law in our country vests the Court with judicial 
dissolution. Yet such rules are confined by rules, lack of operatic 
possibility and can’t be replaced by other measures. For these reasons, 
the dissertation is produced with the purposes to perfect the construction 
of solving corporation deadlock, to make practical suggestions on the 
insufficiency of the relevant rules in Company Law and to seek plural 
measures for corporation deadlock. It will certainly become a practical 
subject in laws about company. 
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①
 See Bryan. A. Garner , Editor-in-Chief , Black Law Dictionary , St. Paul , Minn , West Group , 
1999 , p.404。转引自鲍为民.美国法上的公司僵局处理制度及其启示[J].法商研究，2005，(3)：130. 
②
 See Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary of Law [Z]. Published under License with Merriam-Webster 
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